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Abstract—The comprehensive study of MPA shows its
important role in the modern wireless communication devices.
Detailed literature review of past few decades’ papers on MPA, the
MPA has emerged into wide range of communication field.
Inherently the patch antenna is narrowband; various techniques
were developed to enhancement of bandwidth. Different
parameter affect the efficiency of antenna .Specification of MPA
has low weight, low profile. This is Omni-directional antenna
whose fabrication is easy.
Index Terms—Patch design, Electromagnetic wave, and
radiation, Microstrip, Antenna

I. INTRODUCTION
Antenna is also called as transducer which transceivers
electromagnetic waves. Micro strip contains a patch which is
called as radiating patch. Various feed techniques has been
compared &it was found that co-axial feed is best among all,
& provide better performance. The size of antenna increases
due to the physical dimensions on the edge. Resonant
condition is obtained by using less than half the wavelength of
micro strip line. Lithographic pattern is used to design patch

II. MICROSTRIP PATCH CONFIGURATION
A. Microstrip Patch Antenna
A micro strip patch antenna has a patch which is
conducting in nature .The geometry of conducting patch is of
planar & non-planar nature. The structures of microstrip patch
antenna have dielectric substrate on one side & ground plane
on other side.MPA requires semi-hemispherical coverage for
narrowband microwave wireless links.MPA planar
configuration &ease of integration is widely used as array
elements. The patch used in MPA is of different shape and
structure which shows different properties of radiation.
Among all structure generally rectangular and circular patch
are preferred. Due to their structure which can easily
separated &simple estimation rectangular patch is used in
various applications. While the circular patch antenna shows
symmetric radiation pattern. The length of patch L is given by
the following expression:

on the dielectric substrate (
.Microstrip patch antenna
are basically work on narrowband various bandwidth
enhancement techniques has been introduced to increase the
bandwidth [1].

L 0.49

=

Fig 2 Micro strip patch antenna
B. Microstrip or Printed Dipole Antenna
The basic difference in the MPA & printed dipole antenna
is in their length-to-width ratio. The dipoles used in the
printed dipole antenna have 0.05λo times width [2]. Different
parameter such as radiation resistance, bandwidth, and
cross-polar radiation vary according to the width of dipole
used. The main advantage of dipole antenna that is best for
higher frequencies and the requirement for attaining
significant bandwidth the substrates used must be electrically
thick. The VSWR is normally 2 in dipole antenna.

Fig 1 Micro strip patch antenna
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The excitations of the radiating patch depend upon the feed
current & patch mode.

Fig 3 Micro strip Dipole Antenna
C. Printed Slot Antenna
The structures of Printed slot antenna consist of a slot in the
ground plane of a grounded substrate. Many of MPA are
analyze in the form of printed slot antenna theoretically.
Among many design few are of most use namely rectangular
slot, annular slot, rectangular ring slot & tapered slot. Feeding
techniques can be micro strip line or co-planar waveguide.
The specific
features of slot antenna are generally
bidirectional radiators & they radiate on both side of slot.
Fig 5 Co-axial Probe Feed
B. Micro Strip Line Feed
A Micro strip line is a simple conducting strip which is
directly connects to the radiating patch [3]. Micro strip lines
are easy in fabrication, matching by means of controlling the
position of the microstrip line. The fig 4 shows the diagram of
this by hfss software .Main disadvantages are thickness of
substrates is increase. High spurious radiation & surface wave
narrowband. If we increase the thickness of dielectric
substrate the corresponding surface wave & spurious
radiation will also increase. The patch is excited by the edged
coupled microstrip line with current density
magnetic field.
Fig 4 Geometry of Printed Slot Antenna
D. Micro Strip Travelling Wave Antenna
A MPA contain a chain-shape conductor which is periodic
in nature & to support TE mode a feed of long micro strip line
is used. At the other end resistive load is matched to the
traveling wave antenna so as to neglect the standing wave
which appears on antenna. This traveling wave is so formed
that must lie in any direction from broad side to end fire.

Coupling

EZJZdv cos (

)

III. FEEDING TECHNIQUES
Feeding is a techniques in which excitation is provided by
the direct or indirect contact to make the patch radiate.
A. Co-axial Probe Feed
Co-axial probe feeding is provided by direct contact. The
structure of co-axial probe feeding consists of two conductors
[4]. The inner conductor is attached with patch and the outer
conductor is attached to the ground plane. The fig 3 shows the
diagram of this by hfss software there are few advantages of
this is that the fabrication impedance matching is easy. The
increases in probe length result in more inductive input
impedance due to which impedance matching problem occur.
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Fig 6 Micro strip line feed
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C. Aperture Coupled Feed
Aperture coupling feed consist of two dielectric substrates.
Both dielectric have different dielectric constant &are
separated by ground plane. The fig 5 shows the diagram of
this by hfss software .The top dielectric substrate constant is
high. The ground plane in between these two dielectric
substrates is used for the isolation of the feed from the
radiation of the radiating patch. The line feed &lower
substrate are electromagnetically coupled to the patch through
the aperture. Coupling depends on size, shape &location of
aperture.
Coupling=

M.Hdv sin (ПX0/l)

IV. MICROSTRIP ANTENNA CHARACTERSTICS
Many characteristics such as radiation patterns, gain&
beam width affect the micro strip patch antenna behavior but
apart from these there are some other parameters which play
very important role in the calculation of MPA.
V. CONCLUSION
This paper presents a survey of the different structures used
to accomplish the behavior of MPA by HFSS. By introducing
slots in the patch, the dual-frequency operation can be
achieved in a rectangular patch antenna. This dual-frequency
operation is not accomplished at the expense of any other
feature such as cross polarization or distorted radiation
patterns.
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Fig 8 Proximity Coupling Feed
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